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Job Reference
Job Title

Job Advert Details

52201
Intern - Analyst

Department Overview

SNK Financial is a management consultancy with a financial focus. We deliver a robust and bespoke service for
our clients, whom range from multinationals to small enterprises globally. We provide a range of business
advisory services including business transformation, change management for financial organisations to facilitate
operational readiness in relation to regulatory change. Additionally we also service business development by
understanding our client businesses and presenting opportunities for business growth and provide thorough
feasibility analysis around such ventures.
The business development department is focussed around providing our clients a thorough, all-round service by
understanding the business for identified clients or the industry sector in which the client resides in,
understanding innovative business initiatives and projects which can be utilised, using market and industry
specific data to produce feasibility analysis laying out opportunities, costs and benefits and presenting a clear
strategy for execution of the strategic vision to reach measurable objectives.
Main Function

This is an excellent opportunity to play a key role in the design and development of training material which will
focus around providing an innovative and diverse set of training material which will be geared towards out clients
within the investment banking and finance sectors.
The material will require expert research into the areas where management direction has been given, and will
consist of presentation slides, handouts and textual material.
The project is around performing training needs analysis and catering training remit to the specifics of the
requirement at hand whereas the focus on the content is to be on practical and hands on training which is
focussed and detailed steering away as much as possible from the theoretical element.
Content of material will focus around client onboarding processes and recent regulatory projects within the
finance industry.
There are a number of other key initiatives underway, where input and analysis maybe required on an ad-hoc
basis.
Main Duties
The Analyst will have responsibility for the following:







Performing Data Analysis/Mapping/Pivots/Roll-ups across various data sets
Producing a high volume of documentation, which should be maliciously checked to be error free and
detailed, the material will be varied in content and style, ranging from high level slides, which will have to
feature graphics and graphs to more detailed textual outlays for the take home material
Presenting reports in a coherent and consistent style for review, feedback and re-cut so can be presented.
Carrying out ample research form multiple online and internal sources to get context of the training to be
provided and facilitate content building.
Ad-hoc reporting and input on various other initiatives both internal and external

Person Requirements

Candidates should have the following:









Business Analysis experience working on analytical projects. Any experience with operations
systems/business processes would be highly advantageous.
An excellent role for anyone looking for an internship which will give them hands on experience in detailed
in-depth problem solving and analysis which will set them up for a progressive career within management
consulting or banking.
Numerate degree holder (accounting, finance, economics, computer science, maths etc)
 Some understanding of the different functions within an investment bank and the concepts of Market
Data.
 An appreciation of the trade processing/lifecycle for OTC Derivative/Exchange based trades and the
typical set of trade attributes that these trades will comprise.
 An appreciation of different industry sectors and main market drivers within these sectors (e.g.
Finance, Recruitment and Managed Services)
Technical Skills/Experience
Ability to query SQL Server or Oracle databases via T/SQL or PL/SQL.
Excellent with MS Excel and Access data manipulation
Excellent with MS Visio, MS PowerPoint and MS Word.

